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Abstract

This exploratory study described common conceptions

of health and illness of eight healthy American men in

their early-middle years. Processes related to their

health perspectives, decisions, and behaviors were also

identified. Convenience sampling was used and data were

obtained through intensive semi–structured interviews.

A dimensional analysis was performed revealing certain

general themes in the health life and perspective of the

men interviewed.

Health was reported as a positive, predominantly

physical trait which was relatively stable yet

contingent upon the performance of certain health work.

Illness, in contrast, was reported to be more transitory

and described as an undesired condition——either

diseased, disabled or abnormal. Illness was objectified

and characterized primarily as producing a "bodily

event." This study suggests that gender is influential

in attitudes about health and illness. Research into

the reliability of this finding is suggested.

Sensitivity to gender influences on health concerns is

recommended for clinical practice.
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Chapter I

Introduction and Statement of the Problem

Although men die earlier than women, they have

lower rates of illness, fewer disability days, and use

health services less often than women, especially in the

early middle adult years. Further, self-rated health is

consistently higher for men than for women throughout

the life cycle (Verbrugge, 1982). This can be

explained, in part, by the fact that diseases commonly

found in men, such as coronary heart disease,

cerebrovascular disease, emphysema, and peptic ulcer

disease are not only more fatal than the diseases common

to women, but they often do not exhibit symptoms in the

early stages (Fingerhut, Wilson & Feldman, 1980;

Verbrugge, 1982).

Clinical signs and symptoms are important criteria

for establishing the existence of illness (Twaddle &

Hessler, 1977), but in asymptomatic diseases, symptoms

are absent and clinical signs may not be observable or

easily verified. Knowledge of other criteria may be

required to assess health status and the presence of

illness, especially in men. Special attention to the



detection and prevention of asymptomatic diseases in men

is also appropriate (Surgeon General's Report, DHEW,

1979).

Evidence suggests that men take more risks with

their health, and engage in fewer preventive behaviors

than women (Nathanson, 1977b; Harris and Guten, 1979).

Whether these behaviors reflect men's attitudes about

health and illness has not been explored. This study

will ask men to describe their concepts of 'health ' and

'illness', and how they recognize health and illness in

themselves and others.

Since the goal of nursing is to promote health and

to prevent illness (Donaldson & Crowley, 1978),

additional understanding of men's concepts of health and

illness will assist nurses to collaborate successfully

with the male population in health promotion and illness

prevention.

Purpose

This study aims to describe how men perceive health

and illness. This information will serve as a basis for

health promotion and illness prevention in this

population. The criteria men use to recognize health in

themselves and others will be identified. The extent to

which these criteria serve as specific directives in



achieving health and as the means to measure progress

toward the goal of health will be examined.

This study will also identify the criteria men use

to identify illness, which may suggest specific foci

which may assist in health counseling. Finally, this

study will describe men's general attitudes about health

issues as they are related to their gender. This

information may help to identify gender issues that may

guide research and clinical practice in the areas

surrounding men's health and nursing.

Significance

Recent research indicates that many men may be

hesitant to use health services (Verbrugge, 1982),

perhaps because current services are not addressing the

specific health needs of the male population.

Identification of these unmet needs could lead to

development of programs in the community which are

sensitive to issues of men's health.

This exploratory study will provide the beginnings

of a greater understanding of the conditions under which

men define themselves as healthy. In addition, it is

hoped that this inquiry will stimulate further research

into the areas of men's issues, health, and nursing.



Chapter II

Review of the Literature

This chapter will focus on six key areas of the

scientific literature related to men and health. First,

a look at gender differences in health, followed by a

discussion of men in the middle-age group, a theoretical

framework, sections on health and illness, and finally

an examination of new terms for these two concepts.

Since most books about men do not refer to health

and illness as specific issues of concern, nor does

research about conceptions of health and illness use

gender as an important variable, the three topics will

be discussed separately. The discussion about early

middle aged men will acknowledge the issues they face,

their social context, and developmental issues. The

theoretical framework offers a brief overview of health—

related behaviors.

The health section will present related theory as

well as recent research in the area of health

conception. The illness section will present ideas on

illness from classic research as well as an update of

lay views.



Gender Differences in Health

To date, investigators of sex differences in health

have chosen to focus on the causes of women's higher

morbidity rate, regarding men's higher mortality rate as

only providing a context in which to understand

increased illness in women (Gove and Hughes, 1979).

Women also use more medical services than men, even

excepting obstretical/gynecological visits (Nathanson,

1975, 1977a; Verbrugge, 1983). Rather than focusing

only on these differences, it is also important to

understand the attitudes of men who tend not to use

medical services, and how these attitudes arise, as this

relative underutilization may have an effect on their

mortality rate.

According to Suchman (1965), women tend to be

better informed about disease and to place greater faith

in medicine than do men. Nathanson (1977b) contends

that women are trained to define their life problems in

medical terms and are encouraged to seek professional

help for them. She reports in her review:

1) healthy men are more likely than healthy
women to engage in behavior which entails
known health risks; 2) healthy women are more
likely to avoid risky health behavior;
3) healthy women are more likely than healthy
men to take preventive health measures,
particularly those which require medical
intervention; and 4) healthy men are more



likely to avoid these same measures.
(p. 148. )

In looking at these gender-related differences in

attitude, it is important to examine the methodology of

current studies focusing on these perceived attitudes.

Nathanson (1977b) noted the possibility that men may in

fact be taking measures to prevent illness, but that

these actions have not come to the attention of health

researchers. Certain flaws in research design may

obscure information which might lead to different

conclusions. For example, certain behaviors, such as

alcohol consumption and cigarette smoking, which are

possibly an expression of distress, are more common in

men, and are less frequently measured (Mechanic, 1978).

All health attitudes and behaviors are a function

of cultural values, social pressures, and individual

needs (Suchman, 1970). In addition to demographic

influences, health-related behavior is seen as a result

of both cognitive and affective processes (Becker, et

al, 1977). Investigation of men's attitudes therefore

should clarify factors influencing the higher mortality

of men.

Goldberg (1976) stated that "[men] have a tendency

to be suddenly 'struck' by a major illness such as a



heart attack. They block out symptoms of malaise until

the illness is so overwhelming that it disables them

completely" (p. 112). This general tendency exhibits a

lack of careseeking and consequently an increased health

risk for men. Goldberg claims that a man "is taught

very early in life [that J it is unmanly to be ill,

unmanly to complain, and unmanly to ask for help" (p.

112). This attitude reinforces the tendency to ignore

an illness. This cultural explanation suggests that men

are taught to use denial in relation to actual or

perceived health threats.

Although denial may seem to be operating when men

report less need for medical assistance and engage in

risky health behaviors, this may also be explained by

differing priorities. Beisser (1979) pointed out that,

"that which appears as evidence of denial of illness,

could also be interpreted as explicitly affirming

certain self-actualizing values that can be seen as

traits of health" (p. 1027). This suggests that one's

social health may have priority over one's physical

health. In other words, fulfilling the criteria

necessary in a particular culture to be considered a man

may have priority over behaving in ways which will

promote physical health.



Goldberg (1976) feels many men experience what he

described as The Health Bind:

Either way he loses: If he is sensitive to
his body signals, takes good care of himself,
goes to bed readily when fatigued or not
feeling well, and refuses to work under those
conditions he may be considered
hypochondriacal and self-indulgent and his
masculinity may be questioned. If he ignores
body signals, takes it "like a man," rises
above his injuries, and pushes himself until
he is forced to stop, he will be considered
brave, but he may thereby lay foundations for
chronic illness and possibly early death.
(P. 104–105. )

Thus, we have several possible explanations for the

health behaviors of men. Typical health behaviors

suggest a style of coping which excludes seeking of

medical help with life's problems, a style which is

encouraged in women in this society (Nathanson, 1977b).

On the other hand, this population may be demonstrating

a different set of priorities which fulfill a socially

acceptable role.

Men in the Middle Age Years

Issues of gender and development are pointed out as

possibly important variables in the study of health and

illness attitudes.

Gender itself is a major influence in the

development of the sense of self or identity. It

modifies one's role behaviors, social expectations and



sexuality. Also, through a complex interaction of

physiological and social forces, gender influences how

an individual perceives and experiences adulthood

(Kimmel, 1974). Since health and illness are salient

dimensions in middle-adult experience (Stevenson, 1977)

and gender bears on adult experiences, gender should

have an important effect on attitudes about health and

illness.

By the time adolescence is reached, the content of

culturally prescribed sex roles is well understood, but

not yet personalized and integrated. By early middle

age (35–55 years), perhaps because of parental and

occupational roles, one's gender identity is typically

confirmed and strengthened (Kimmel, 1974). Thus,

research in gender studies must include middle age

populations.

Developmental milestones have long been the

accepted standards for assessing health in children.

More recently, nursing has delved into adolescence and

geriatrics as important developmental stages to study.

Yet, adult development and its maturational aspects have

received little attention in the research in nursing

literature (Stevenson, 1983).

Theorists have identified that the major
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developmental objective for men during the middle years

is to assume responsibility for their growth and to

develop the self and organizational enterprises.

Another objective is to provide assistance to older and

younger generations (Stevenson, 1977). Thus, middle age

is a time of great demand, with energy being expended to

others in addition to the self. If familial demands

remain low, this stage is one in which important

personal growth can occur.

Issues identified as important by men in the middle

years include concerns about appearance, physical

stamina, work or career, illness, death and dying,

amount of time left to live and concerns about sexuality

(Norman & Scaramella, 1980). These issues can be

exacerbated by age-related bodily changes and increasing

experiences with illness. The experience of the

illnesses or death of one's parents is a stress often

confronted in the middle years. Career goals and family

values are often reviewed at this time. In some

instances, personal crises are precipitated by these

multiple demands (Dieklemann & Galloway, 1975).

One study of 551 married fathers aged 25 to 69

aimed at defining the changes that occur in the lives of

men in their forties. The study found that college
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educated men in their forties were significantly

(p = .0095) more likely to use drugs to relieve worries,

nervousness and tension than men who are either older or

younger. Further, a full 20.8% of the men aged 40–49

(N = 1.28) in this same study reported that they did

indeed feel the possibility of a nervous breakdown at

some point in their lives, as compared to an average of

12.8% of the men in all other age groups (Tamir, 1982).

This suggests that significant psychological stresses

may be a part of the transition from young adulthood to

middle age.

Many of these issues may be appropriately handled

with the help of social or health services. Yet, many

men are uncomfortable and unfamiliar with the process of

seeking out these services. Unlike women who are

Oriented early in life to use health services (for

preventative pap smears, birth control, and pregnancy)

and are encouraged to return annually, men receive no

similar Orientation. Thus it is not surprising that men

are much less likely to have a regular source of medical

Care than women, and use a source less often than women,

or that sex differences in health care utilization are

greatest in the middle adult years (Verbrugge, 1982).

It is often not until middle age approaches that
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men are suddenly pressured to attend to their health in

medical ways. This may not feel comfortable to many

men; some argue that, despite pressures to the contrary,

multiple social and structural barriers to men seeking

medical help remain (Marcus and Siegal, 1982). Men's

increasing awareness of health demands, coupled with

difficulty in seeking assistance makes this stage of

development most appropriate for the study of attitudes

toward health and illness among men. Further, a

developmental approach may identify important health

needs for this population at this stage of growth.

Theoretical Approaches

to Health and Health Behavior

Recent study has identified two types of health—

related behavior: those behaviors intended to prevent

illness (illness—preventing behaviors), and those

behaviors intended to promote health (health-promoting

behaviors) (Pender, 1982; Laffrey, 1984). It is

important to try to discern the motivating factors

behind these behavioral modes, and a framework known as

the Health Belief Model helps to explicate these

differences.

According to the Health Belief Model (Becker et al.,

1977), illness—preventing behavior is driven by an
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individual's perceived susceptibility to an illness

coupled with the individual's perception of the severity

of the consequences of getting the disease. In

addition, the Health Belief Model asserts that the

individual will be more likely to take preventive action

if the perceived benefits outweigh the costs of taking

the proposed action. A cue to action, such as a symptom

or advice from a friend, must also occur to trigger the

appropriate action. In asymptomatic diseases, the lack

of an inward cue and the salience of susceptibility are

noteworthy; it requires that for an illness—preventing

behavior to occur, a person must believe that he can

have the disease in the absence of outward evidence.

The Health Promotion Model (Pender, 1982) is

organized like the Health Belief Model, but offers some

additional possible determinants of behavior. Rather

than seeing health-promoting behaviors as motivated by

fear, as in the Health Belief Model, Pender sees these

behaviors as motivated by a desire to move toward higher

levels of health. "Health-promoting behaviors are

directed toward sustaining or increasing the level of

well-being, self-actualization, and fulfillment of a

given individual or group" (p. 65).

Pender (1982) identified eight factors which have
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motivational significance for engaging in health

promoting behaviors: (a) the importance of health,

(b) perceived control, (c) desire for competence,

(d) self-awareness, (e) self-esteem, (f) definition of

health, (g) perceived health status, and (h) perceived

benefits of health-promoting behaviors. Although each

factor is important for the motivation of health—

promoting behavior, Pender believes the definition of

health not only influences the extent to which an

individual engages in health behaviors, but also

predicts the nature and course of action.

These findings are supported by Dolfman (1973), who

noted that different concepts of health represent

different courses of action. In a study of healthy

adults, Laffrey (1983) reports that persons with a more

complex conception of health select more health—

promoting behavior choices than persons with a less

complex conception of health. Thus, the importance of

knowing an individual's conception of health becomes

evident, since it has been found to have an

important relationship to health behavior.

Although concepts of health and illness may vary

from individual to individual, the construction of a

more generalized concept from the individual responses
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would be helpful in developing a new approach to more

effective health care for men. Information which

describes men's experiences and their definitions of

health and illness may guide practitioners toward a more

sensitive approach to the health issues encountered by

I■ len.

The Concept of Health

The definition of health most widely advocated by

nursing is that of the World Health Organization (WHO).

The WHO definition states that "Health is a state of

complete physical, mental, and social well-being, not

merely the absence of disease or infirmity" (WHO, 1958,

p. 459). This definition expands the traditional notion

of health——as the absence of disease——to include three

broad and encompassing dimensions of an individual's

being. Goldsmith (1972) noted that although this

definition is useful, the current lack of an operational

definition of health makes it difficult to measure. In

the following section, selected contributions toward the

development of an operational definition of health are

presented.

Health has been described as normality, adequate

functioning, and adequate adapting (Dolfman, 1973).

Smith (1981) proposed four models of health from the
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writings of contemporary researchers. In these models,

health is seen as the opposite of illness on four

continua. These models are:

1. Clinical Model: Health is the absence of

signs and symptoms of disease or disability as

identified by medical science. Illness is the

conspicuous presence of these signs and/or symptoms.

2. Role Performance Model: Health is the

performance of one's social roles with maximum expected

output. Illness is failure to perform in one's expected

role.

3. Adaptive Model: Health is the condition of

the organism in which it can engage in effective

interaction with its physical and social environment.

Illness is the inability of the organism to cope with

changes in its environment.

4. Eudaimonistic Model: Health is the

actualization or realization of one's intrinsic

potential. Illness is a condition which impedes self

actualization.

The notion that health and illness are at opposite

extremes of a continuum had also been recognized by

others (Lewis, 1953; Parsons, 1972). Smith (1981 )

viewed the four models as divided into two general
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perspectives; the clinical and role-performance models,

which are aimed at maintaining stability, and the

adaptive and eudaimonistic models which are concerned

with the promotion of change and growth. The

eudaimonistic perspective, which views health as a

process, had been adopted by others. Theoretically, a

"New Paradigm of Health" that views health as a process

of harmonizing body-mind-spirit, and illness as

information about conflict and disharmony, appears to be

replacing the old "Paradigm of Medicine" where health is

the absence of illness, and illness is wholly negative

(Ferguson, 1980).

Newman (1983) viewed health as "the totality of

life's process" and acknowledged disease not as the

opposite of health, but as an "integrating factor,

necessary for personal transformation" (p. 168).

"Wellness" was described as a "continually evolving and

changing process related to developmental stages of man

and the individual's completion of certain developmental

tasks" (Bruhn et al., 1977). This view of human

development as a necessary component in assessing health

was also noted by Lamberton (1983). Yet, she and others

do not conceptualize a single continuum with health and

illness at extreme ends; rather, they encourage nurses
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to view health and illness on separate continua, along

with human development and the environment, all of which

influence an individual's existence (Lamberton, 1983;

Shortridge & McLain, 1983).

Health, according to Pelletier (1979), is a

lifestyle, based on the management of stress,

nutritional factors, regular exercise, and a sound

physical and psychosocial environment. The

responsibility each person has for his or her own

health is important in Pelletier's concept of health and

requires that education be the primary model of health

care. Yet, this will not become the primary model of

health practitioners without increased knowledge

regarding clients' personal meanings of health, since

health is viewed as a personal process in this model.

Personal meanings of health have been found to be

multidimensional (Baumann, 1961). Although Baumann

equated health with physical fitness, she found three

specific orientations when she asked 201 clinic patients

and 262 medical students for their definition of health.

The first orientation they reported was a general

feeling of well-being (feeling-state orientation), the

second was the absence of general or specific symptoms

of illness (symptom-oriented) and the third was
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described in terms of what one should be able to do

(performance-orientation).

Hautman and Harrison (1982), in their study of

middle-income Anglo-Americans, encountered descriptions

of health similar to those found by Baumann. In this

study the most frequently cited response of the "Middle

Americans" (cited by more than half) was the "absence of

sickness." Illness-oriented definitions of health are

traditionally American, and can be seen as consistent

with the concept that persons in a "medicalized society"

judge themselves in terms of their illnesses (Zola,

1983).

Age and level of development were found to

influence the individual's health conception. In the

Baumann (1961 ) study, symptom-orientedness decreased as

age increased, perhaps indicating that as one gets older

symptoms are more common and can be seen to co-exist

with health. Natapoff (1978) asked 264 first, fourth,

and seventh graders to define health. "Being healthy,"

to the children, most often meant "positive feeling

states," "being able to do wanted thing," or "not being

sick." The author noted that "as age increased,

responses became more complex, thoughtful and

increasingly longer" (p. 997). In addition, the idea of
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"mental health" as separate from physical health was

noted by a number of the older children, possibly

indicating greater abstract thinking, or greater

socialization and adoption of cultural attitudes. The

ability to engage in pleasure activities rather than

role activities was an important sign of health for the

children, which was an attitude not specifically noted

in the adult studies. The children, unlike the adults

in other studies, viewed health as a positive state, and

they were much less constrained by concerns about

disease (Natapoff, 1978). This phenomenon could

possibly be due to the children's limited experience

with disease.

Experience with chronic disease can influence one's

concept of health and self. Gendron (1984) points out

that persons with diabetes "have a diffuse or conflicted

self-concept relative to sickness and wellness" (p. 29).

Newquist (1983) proposed that popular conceptions of

health, sickness, and disability are a product of an era

of acute illness. When applied to chronic illness

experiences, these notions are atavistic. In a small

sample of persons with arthritis, health was seen as

"the absence of sickness," and the "ability to

function."
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One result of the Newquist (1983) study, which

differed from the results of other studies, was the

salience of relativity. For example, the functionality

definition of health had criteria which were

individualistic, relative to usual capacities——not the

same standards of those without arthritis. Although

most of the subjects viewed health conceptually as "a

transient state in time," some saw it as a possession.

When viewed as a possession, health was defined as

"resistance capacity," that is, the ability to keep away

sickness.

The Baumann (1961) study indicated that with

different diagnoses, emphasis on certain orientations of

health varied, also demonstrating relativity. For

example, persons with diabetes emphasized performance

much less than persons with multiple diagnoses because

persons with diabetes had fewer physical restrictions

than the other group.

Gender has not been commonly identified as a

variable in defining health, yet Natapoff (1978) did

note that girls, more often than boys, equated health

with cleanliness. Boys, on the other hand, equated

health with a strong body more often than girls.

Twaddle (1969) conducted a study of men (aged 66–70) and
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noted that the men saw themselves as well when (a) they

had no identified illness, (b) they had had experience

with illness but recovered, (c) they were told by their

physician that their health was good, or (d) they did

not expect to become ill. These criteria demonstrate a

prominent illness-orientedness in which wellness is

' or wellnessdescribed as the "absence of illness,'

exists in the positive attitude of not becoming ill.

Health, then, has multiple dimensions. Culture,

age or level of development, and experience with chronic

disease have important influences on definitions of

health. Most studies validated the existence of

Baumann's (1961) three orientations: feeling-state

orientation, symptom-orientation, and performance

orientation. Still, the most frequently cited

definition of health was "the absence of illness." It

appears that despite theoretical notions of health as a

positive concept, a paradigm shift from the medical

model has not taken place for many people. Eliciting

specific criteria may increase the chances of uncovering

more meaningful definitions of health. Also, since

health is cited by many persons as the absence of

illness, defining illness will also make definitions of

health more meaningful.
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The Concept of Illness

According to Fabrega (1977), illness is a "social

phenomenon which is rooted in physiological changes and

described in terms of culturally learned habits"

(p. 214). Parsons (1972), too, saw illness as social in

nature and described it as an institutionalized role

type. The fulfillment of four social criteria was

necessary to adopting the "sick role": (a) having an

incapacity for which one is not held responsible, yet

requires assistance to overcome; (b) the incapacity

defined as illness is a legitimate basis for exemption

from normal role and task obligations; (c) illness as a

legitimized state must be considered undesirable; and

(d) the individual must seek out competent help.

Featured in this description of illness is its

undesirability and the dependence upon "competent help"

(which, in this society, is medicine) to legitimize the

state as well as to overcome it.

Lewis (1953) saw professional legitimation as an

important feature of the illness state, and viewed

illness as a result of the traditional medical process,

having medical criteria: (a) the patient's subjective

complaint, (b) the objective dysfunction, plus (c) the

results of laboratory tests indicating occult
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abnormalities. These three combine to form a

recognizable clinical pattern, i.e. a diagnosis. In

this medical perspective the physician has the authority

to diagnose "illness" or validate its absence.

Mechanic (1980) hypothesized that illness

expression, whether in terms of physical or

psychological complaint, had two determinants. The

first is the actual adult experiences with symptoms and

illness, and the second is the cultural influence of

one's own definition of illness. Mechanic also

recognized seven variables affecting whether an

individual decides that he or she is ill (cited in

DiMatteo & Friedman, 1982, p. 121): (a) the number of

symptoms and their persistence, (b) the individual's

ability to recognize the symptoms, (c) the perceived

seriousness of the symptoms, (d) the extent of social

and physical disability of the symptoms, (e) the

cultural background of the defining person, and the

group's emphasis on stoicism, (f) the amount of

information and medical knowledge available to the

person, and (g) the availability of sources of help--

including physical and socio-emotional barriers to

assistance. Here, illness is presented largely as an

internal process of recognition and action, including
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disability, and the 'permissibility' of adopting the

sick role.

In a study of Mexican-American subjects by O'Brien

(1982), presence of symptoms was far less a determinant

than social permissibility of the illness state.

Illness was acknowledged only when it prevented one from

carrying out usual role responsibilities, and purely

subjective experiences were found to be continually

modified to meet the expectations of a member's role

requirements. In contrast, Twaddle (1969), in his study

of Italian Catholic, Protestant and Jewish men, found

that a change in feeling state, and specifically the

presence of pain, was the most salient feature of

illness recognition. Ethnicity appears to modify

definitions of illness; Zola (1966) found that ethnicity

modified the way in which individuals presented certain

diseases for which the eventual diagnosis was the same.

Chrisman (1977) also noted that perceptions of illness

"as much on culture-based precepts as upondepend

biomedical descriptions of symptoms" (p. 354).

Apple (1960) explored three conditions which might

affect whether an individual defines a health problem as

an illness. Interference with daily activities and
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recent onset were found to be more influential

conditions in defining illness than was ambiguity.

However, the condition of ambiguity prompted more people

to seek help, since one might seek assistance with a

health problem that may or may not be considered an

illness.

Newquist (1983), in her study with a small group of

persons with arthritis, found that the presence of a

disease process did not automatically mean that one was

"sick." Criticality, prognosis, and curability were

important features of disease, in addition to abnormal

feeling states and interference with usual activities

(1983). It is significant that while chronic diseases

persist, "illness" was seen as episodic, depending on

other criteria. These findings cannot be generalized to

include all persons with chronic disease, because of its

small sample size (N = 15) and its use of only one

chronic condition. However, Kassebaum and Baumann

(1965) found that different chronic diseases were

associated with varying emphasis on certain dimensions

of the sick role.

Thus, current research suggests that illness has

been most often defined as the presence of disease, and

appears to be viewed as episodic. It is recognized as
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an interruption of usual activities or feeling states,

possibly requiring acute onset or seriousness to mark

its presence. Mechanic (1980) pointed out that illness

definitions are largely influenced by culture. Apple

(1960) also stated that in an era of chronic disease,

the persistence of definitions of illness as acute in

nature can be seen as an example of culture lag.

Additionally, theoretical notions of illness having

transformative properties toward change and growth have

yet to be observed empirically.

Terms.

Although health and illness are concepts whose

meanings have been widely debated in the scientific

literature, new terms and nuances of meaning have

confused the discussion of what it means to be healthy

or ill. Oelbaum (1974) typified this semantic confusion

when she described 26 different criteria for "wellness"

in the adult. She used "optimal health," "good health,"

"well-being," and "health" interchangeably with

"wellness," as well as introducing two new concepts:

"high-level wellness," and "low-level wellness." Taking

a different approach, Bruhn, Cordova, Williams and

Fuentes (1977) painstakingly differentiated between

"wellness" as a process and "good health" as a state.
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Clearly, one single concept of health has not been

identified.

There are similar semantic problems with a

definition of illness. The terms 'disease', 'illness',

and 'sickness' often are used interchangeably. Twaddle

and Hessler (1977) clarified these terms using a

sociological perspective. 'Disease' was perceived as a

concept central to medical practice which had biological

dimensions, and could be measured by objective means.

The notion of 'illness' suggested a self-assessed

subjective state which could be present with or without

objective signs, while 'sickness' was a sociological

term which most often referred to a failure to perform

one's social role. In this study the terms 'health' and

'illness' were used despite the fact that other terms

may share conceptual meanings.

In sum, the current literature has indicated that

how people define health and illness is based on

influences of age, culture and past experience with

disease. Further, research has demonstrated conceptions

of health and illness to be intimately connected to

health-related behaviors. Sex differentials in health

point to the possibility that gender may be an important

variable in health attitudes and behaviors. Taking a
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developmental approach to exploring men's conceptions of

health and illness and their related process is also

supported by the literature.

The next chapter presents the research methodology,

the sample, and a number of assumptions important to the

analysis of qualitative data.
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Chapter III

Methodology – Study

The purpose of this study was to explore health and

illness perceptions and experiences of men in the early

middle years. This exploratory descriptive study was

designed to result in the generation of hypotheses and

identification of potentially fruitful new directions of

inquiry. This study explored:

Men's conceptions of health and illness

The relationship of men's attitudes about
health and illness to their health-related
decisions and behaviors

The study involved intensive interviews with a

sample of eight men. Semi-structured interviews were

used in order to describe health and illness concepts

and to identify general processes related to the health

perspectives, decisions and behaviors of the men

interviewed.

Sample Selection

A convenience sample of eight men participated in

the pilot study. Age or level of development, culture,

and presence of a chronic health problem have been noted

to influence health attitudes and behavior (see Chapter
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II). For this reason, the investigator limited

eligibility to men meeting the following general

criteria:

1. Aged 35 to 55.

2. American, and fluent in English.

3. Non-institutionalized and currently not under

treatment for any acute or chronic health problem.

The sample of eight participants in this

exploratory study provided ample basis for generating

useful hypotheses. Since the aim of the study was

hypothesis generating, as opposed to hypothesis testing,

opportunity sampling techniques were thought to be a

convenient and appropriate sample selection method for

this preliminary study.

Protection of Human Rights

Upon meeting the criteria for acceptance as

research participant, each man was assured of this

protection through a verbal and written agreement. (See

Appendix A. ) Each participant was offered a copy of the

consent form. Confidentiality was ensured through the

separation of identifying characteristics such as name

and address from all recorded data. Data were coded by

number only and tapes were kept in a locked file until

destroyed at the completion of the project.
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Although participants were not compensated,

measures were taken to maximize comfort. Participants

were interviewed at a location mutually agreed upon by

both participant and investigator. For general measures

of safety and convenience, this included a public

setting such as the participant's work office, a

neighborhood cafe, or city park setting.

Participants were assured of their right to decline

questions or withdraw from the study at any time. They

also could decline the tape recording of the interview,

as one man did. Additionally, each man was offered the

results of the study in summary form, which would be

mailed to him at his request.

Description of the Sample

The sample represented middle-class American men

who worked and lived in San Francisco. The mean age of

the men was 41.6 years; they had an average of four to

five years of post-high school education. A variety of

occupations was represented. Five of the men were self

employed. Only one man in this sample was married.

Procedure

In all, eight interviews, each lasting one to three

hours, were conducted with the men who met the criteria

for participation in the study. The investigator
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approached the potential participants in a public

setting and introduced herself as a researcher

interested in how people viewed health. The interview

proceeded at that time or one was scheduled for a future

date. The one-time interviews took place in a setting

mutually agreed upon by the participant and

investigator. Consent was obtained before initiating

the interview; each participant was offered a copy of

the consent form.

Data were collected through interviews and were

recorded by audio-taping and/or handwritten notes. All

but one interview was tape recorded; in one instance

hand-recorded data only were available. Tapes were

destroyed at the time of completion of the project.

The interviews were semi-structured, using an

interview guide, yet somewhat informal in nature.

Systematic collection of demographic data was done with

each participant and of data regarding health habits and

history as well. The interview began by asking the man

what a normal day was like for him. This technique

allowed the participant to be more personal, encouraging

reference to his day-to-day life experience. Questions

such as "What does health mean to you?" and "How do you

know when you're healthy?" were asked in order to elicit
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responses that revealed how health was experienced by

the participant. The same technique was utilized with

regard to the concept of illness. With illness

descriptions, however, the participant was also

encouraged to describe an instance when he considered

himself to be ill. Later, a list of ailments was

introduced to assist the particpant in giving a concrete

as well as a conceptual description of illness. (See

Interview Guide-–Appendix B. )

Each of the men was given the opportunity to

elaborate on his unique ideas, assisted by probes such

as "Can you describe what that might involve?" or "Can

you think of any other things you do to stay healthy?"

After the men had, in their opinion, discussed their

ideas fully, the investigator introduced certain

concepts to those who did not spontaneously discuss an

item. Mental health and expectations regarding future

illness were among the items introduced. These were

introduced by the first few informants and were

integrated into subsequent interviews. The investigator

also inquired about behaviors involved in health and

illness.

Several threats to the validity of the interview

data were addressed specifically. First, the
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investigator avoided introducing herself as an RN in

order to minimize the possibility of skewing the results

toward a medical orientation. For example, an

individual might have cited specifically medical

criteria for health or illness, thinking the researcher,

as a medical professional, would want such a response.

Second, the sequential order of interview topics

was carefully planned. Since health has been previously

defined in the literature as "the absence of illness,"

the participants' concept of health was elicited first.

Use of this technique was intended to avoid 'creating'

illness-oriented health conceptions.

Third, the current social emphasis on health was

noted to potentially affect the responses toward a

socially desirable response set. While this could not

be completely eliminated, information about exposure to

mass media, types of leisure activities, and membership

at fitness centers was obtained after discussing health

attitudes.

Finally, bias in data recording and analysis was an

important concern. Due to the flexibility of the design

of this exploratory study, researcher bias cannot be

entirely eliminated (Brink and Wood, 1978). However,

certain precautions regarding researcher bias were
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taken. These included the tape recording of the

interviews and interview techniques intended to validate

the researcher's correct interpretation of data. Tape

recording eliminated errors in selective recording of

data which could occur in field notes. The technique of

summarizing and reintroducing ideas mentioned by

participants in the interview not only allowed for an

opportunity to affirm the data content, but also

encouraged elaboration or added depth to the ideas

involved.

Assumptions

First, the expression of attitudes of an individual

is a function of the ability to use the language. Yet

the use of language describes more the perception of

reality than its actuality. Since this study is

interested in perceptions, this notion, while important,

is not considered a limitation. Rather, it is

considered to be merely a reflection of ambiguity and

contradiction present within human attitudes and

behavior.

Secondly, in this study, perceptions cannot be

directly tied to actual behavior, since no observation

of health- or illness-related behavior was included.

Thus, the data and subsequent findings are a product of
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the participant's and investigator's mutual ability to

understand each other through language.

Finally, it is also recognized that when an

individual is being interviewed, the interview situation

generally seems to demand that he express himself

logically. In this sincere attempt to clarify his

responses, the true contradictory nature of the

individual's feelings can be lost. This is especially

true if attention is not paid to how the investigator

demands a particular type of response or logic from the

participant.

Different levels of logic can be elicited when an

individual is asked to explain himself, his ideas or a

given situation (L. Schatzman, personal communication,

December 11, 1985). An example from the study may help

to demonstrate this occurrence.

Toward the end of the interview, each participant

was asked whether he anticipated having an illness at

any time in the future. Half of the men interviewed

stated they felt no risk of illness at all. While this

response appears unrealistic, it is likely a type of

logic which is substantive, representing an ideology

independent of a demand to defend or explain. It is

possibly just another reflection of how healthy the men
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actually felt. What may appear contradictory later in

the interview, for example, is the eating of a low

cholesterol diet or the use of seatbelts. If one really

felt no risk of illness, why then wouldn't one eat

anything one wanted or drive as one chose 2 Another

level of understanding recognizes this logic to be

situational, not contradicting one's substantive logic,

but adding a new dimension based on a set of conditions

or situation. Still, if the men were confronted with a

demand to explain the 'apparent contradiction' they

might be forced to reconstruct their ideology and

present yet another logical explanation.

In general, avoiding the catagorizing of data in

terms of contradictions is in the interest of gathering

spontaneous and descriptive data. This helps to

minimize possible distortion which may occur if

participants are required to explain or defend their

ideas, and which could lead to inaccurate data.

Analysis

Once collected, the data were analyzed for content,

presence of themes and response patterns. The Overall

process of analysis was a limited application of

"Grounded Theory Methodology" (Chenitz and Swanson,

1986). Initially the data were organized into the two
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preconceived categories of "Descriptions of Health" and

"Descriptions of Illness." Under each heading was a

list of descriptions mentioned by the respondents.

Alongside each description the number of participants

who mentioned the description was then recorded. This

reflected the approach to organizing descriptive data

known as frequency distribution. Raw data which is

organized in this fashion can be interpreted and

communicated more easily (Polit and Hungler, 1983).

From this point of organization, themes were

identified demonstrating various dimensions of the

concepts of health and illness. This dimensional

analysis (L. Schatzman, in progress) proceeded to

describe the depth and various aspects of the two

concepts, as well as certain processes involved in the

experience of health and illness.

The process of the dimensional analysis is

demonstrated with a definition of health common to all

the men in the study. Physical fitness was an important

aspect or dimension of health for these men. Though

physical fitness was seen as a subdimension of health,

it too had subdimensions. For each of the men there

were certain key contributing factors to physical

fitness; for example, an adequate diet and regular

* *
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exercise. Thus, diet and exercise became subdimensions

under physical fitness. Identifying these dimensions

and subdimensions made possible the development of an

increasingly specific and meaningful concept of health,

since diet and exercise were identified as important

aspects of health. Additionally, a theme could be

recognized which further contributed to the concept of

health. That is, health requires work, since it

involves the engaging in exercise and management of

diet. Therefore, the theme "working at health" can be

discussed as a process, allowing a greater depth of

understanding of the concept of health. More dimensions

can thus be presented in the form of a conceptual model

describing these men in relation to the theme of health

as work.

Obviously, not all the information supplied by the

men in the study can be included or fit into such a

conceptual framework. Some information given by

participants appeared to be idiosyncratic (i.e. not

reflected in other participants' reports), difficult to

interpret, or not apparently connected in a logical

fashion to the central focus of the study. However,

this is not viewed as problematic since the intention of

this analytic process is to identify common themes which
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can be stated as hypotheses and can be further tested,

and not the generation of facts which are generalized

beyond this sample.

In Chapter IV, findings are presented. Health and

illness are presented first as the men reported them.

Next, themes emerging from the men's descriptions are

presented as processes in the health life of these men,

including "Identifying with Health," "Working at

Health," "Managing Risk," and "Consulting a Specialist."

Finally, Chapter V discusses the findings of the study,

clinical implications and suggestions for further

research.
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Chapter IV

Findings

Although health and illness are concepts that had

personal meaning to each of the men interviewed,

their descriptions and distinctions they made between

these concepts suggest that health and illness also have

common or shared characteristics. Descriptions of

Common meanings of health and illness are presented

first. These are followed by a description of the

'general' processes which characterize the health life

and perspective of the men interviewed. The processes

are discussed under the headings: "Identifying with

Health," "Working at Health," "Managing Risk," and

"Consulting a Specialist."

Definitions of Health

The concept of health, for the eight men in the

study, had positive qualities and encompassed physical,

emotional, and identity-related dimensions. Physically,

health was variously described as: "being in shape,"

"being physically fit," "being well—toned, well-fed,"

"being strong," "not being bothered by stomach aches,"

"being free from disease," "not being physically
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incapacitated." According to their descriptions, health

in its physical dimensions was experienced mainly as the

absence of disease. Health, to these men, was also

described as physical fitness, which included physical

competence and strength of body.

Health also had an emotional dimension in the

descriptions reported by seven of the men. Health was

"feeling good," "when I am in good spirits," "a feeling

of harmony," "being in a good mood," "being at peace,"

"centeredness." Here, health was experienced as

positive feeling-states. While emotional dimensions

were a part of health descriptions for seven of the men

in the study, only three actually mentioned the idea of

"mental health" spontaneously, and two others, when

probed, stated specifically that they did not think of

health in terms of traditional notions of "mental

health" as distinct from "physical health." Thus, a

relationship between mental and physical aspects of

health was not often evident and hence, not further

explored in most cases.

The men also described health in relation to their

identity and in terms of experiencing themselves in a

positive way. This experience of health was expressed

as: "liking myself," "being myself," "feeling good
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about myself," "a feeling of self-worth," "being

contented with my own life." Health, then, was

consistent with satisfaction and self-acceptance. The

language the men used to describe health indicated a

notion that health embraces the self.

Health was not reified in that the men did not

speak in terms of "having health." The men described

health in terms of "being" and "doing." Health was a

state of being, as in "I am a healthy person." Health

was also described by the men as if it were a

Characteristic and especially physical trait of theirs,

which persisted and was based on specific evidence

although not unchallenged. Illness, as an example,

could influence the participants' state of health.

These informants reported that health was desirable

yet it did not just happen, but required active pursuit.

This conditional notion of health indicated that certain

work needed to be done in order to be healthy. Common

Conditions and examples of needed health work are listed

here, with a notation of the frequency of reporting in

this sample:

1. The individual is well-nourished, which

involves eating a moderate and well-balanced diet (8).

2. The individual is in good physical condition,
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which involves the engaging in (a variable amount of )

exercise on a regular basis (8).

3. The individual is 'having fun' and engaging in

pastimes which he finds enjoyable (5).

4. The individual spends (a variable amount of )

time outdoors (5).

5. The individual is moderating, or abstaining

altogether from the smoking of cigarettes and drinking

of alcohol (4–-only mentioned by those who did smoke or

drink).

The types of health work reported by the informants

varied, although all eight men included diet management

and regular physical exercise as important to their

health. How much health work was done was also variable

and seemed to be influenced by individual attitudes in

terms of desired health outcomes. The notion of health

as work was reflected in a process which included a

commonly described feedback system dependent upon the

recognition of indicators of health and illness. This

process is described under "Working at Health,"

discussed in more detail later in this chapter.

Definitions of Illness

For these men, illness was percieved as a

predominantly physical condition, yet for some it also
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involved emotional responses. For these men, the idea

of illness commonly included an association with

'infection'. In addition to the more common and

specific experience of illness as infection, other

descriptions were reported. Illness was equated with

disease or a diagnosis:

Illness is a definable diagnosis. . . an anomalous
condition, either an infection or something
pathologically wrong.

A self-diagnosis was important to recognizing

illness for the men in this study. A self-diagnosis was

made when a participant noted that something abnormal

and/or unpleasant occurred:

Illness is a condition that causes a problem
for someone. I don't notice a problem unless
it's different than normal for me and I don't
like it.

[Illness is J an individual thing. It's how you
feel compared to normal. It's when I hurt or
am distracted from my usual routine.

The idea of illness as undesirable was also evident

when illness was perceived as a limitation or

disability:

Illness is not being able to do what you want
because you can't, physically.

Illness would be something that would prevent
you from participating in life to the extent
that you wish you were able to.

For these men, illness was perceived as a condition,
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either diseased, abnormal, or disabled. Illness was on

occasion described in terms of being, yet more often it

was described in terms of "having" a condition of

illness. In reports, some of the men were also

"dealing" with illness. In this case, illness was

objectified and perceived as dynamic and energy

consuming:

Illness is when something is being tapped off,
pulled out, drained.

Illness is something attacking the body,
something from without, it's hammering you,
usually you can fight it off.

Illness is [ something ) 'living off the body'
like a virus.

Illness is something that is sustaining
itself... the body is not able to ward off.
[It] taxes the body excessively.

In the above excerpts, illness is seen as a threat

to the body's resources, a threat to be feared. And,

illness seems to be active and very separate from the

body; even as 'the body', so described, seems very

separate from 'the self' -–the person describing it.

This experience of illness as threatening, coupled with

the perception of the body as separate from the self,

may allude to a characteristic of the illness

experience. As implied in the language, a feeling of

being separate from one's body may be an emotional

(Tº

->
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response to the threatened aspect of illness for some of

the men.

The definition of illness would not be complete

without identifying that which influences or causes

illness. In this study, all participants viewed

behavior as having an influence on the presence or

properties of illness. Fate, heredity, and other

environmental factors were also reported as influences

on the existence of illness. To further describe the

concept of illness, the men reported certain conditions

under which illness was experienced. Illness was a

personal experience based on the recognition of

unfamiliar or unpleasant changes. Illness was

experienced when :

1. The condition does not resolve itself (in a

Variable amount of time, ranging from two days to one

month), but persists, and/or,

2. The condition is severe enough to result in

limited or halted involvement with normal activities,

i.e. work, and/or,

3. The condition is judged to be dangerous, in

the present or in the future, leading to worsened

condition or death, and/or,

4. The condition requires healing, aided by self
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treatment measures or assistance from a specialist,

i.e. a physician.

Often illness could be self-treated, but in some

instances a specialist was consulted, thus attaching a

diagnosis to the illness experience, explaining its

cause, or providing relief through medical treatment

I■ lea Sullºe S.

While health and illness experiences were reported

to differ, both were recognized in terms of shared

subjective and objective criteria. Emerging from the

data were common themes regarding the recognition of

both health and illness experiences. These themes are

presented as "Feeling and Sensations," "Energy Level and

Performance," "Visual Cues," and "Social Interactions."

Feelings and Sensations

When health was recognized on the basis of feeling

states, health was noted primarily when "feeling awake,"

when relaxed and happy. Health was also recognized when

the individual was not bothered by anxiety, stomach

aches, or headaches. Illness, however, was noted when

" and in the presence ofhe was in pain, when "nervous,

constitutional symptoms such as "malaise," "fatigue," or

"when I feel excessively tired at the end of the day."
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Energy Level and Performance

These men reported that when healthy, energy "is at

a maximum," "breathing is easier," the body is "in

shape" and "flexible." One sleeps better and is "able

to cope with stress best" when one is healthy. When

ill, energy was low; it was as if "something's being

pulled out, tapped off, drained." The body was "less

flexible," "stiffer," and "out of shape" in illness.

Illness was noted when one was "not able to do wanted

things," "the body's not operating," or "when I miss

work for more than a day."

Visual Cues

Facial expression, body weight, shape of body, and

complexion are among the visual criteria men use to

recognize health and illness. Visually, healthy people

have "a glow," "life in their eyes," "a genuine smile,"

and a "trim" body. Healthy people are not smoking. The

image of illness was that of a person who was "obese,"

' and was smoking. Also, a person who appeared"pale,'

"tired" and "unhappy" or seemed to "have 'resignation'

in his eyes" was likely to be perceived as ill.

Social Interactions

Sociability and behavior were also used as criteria

to recognize health and illness. Health was perceived
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when one was "friendly," "easy to be with," "gentle,"

and had an "easy manner in communicating." Health was

' one noticed that "other"when I feel good about others; '

people are pleasant to be around." "I'm not home much

when I'm healthy." Illness was experienced when "I'm

unhappy," "have a negative attitude," "am judgmental of

' or when "a person is complaining aboutothers,'

something."

Thus, the informants reported that health and

illness were recognized on the basis of 'cues' or

indicators. These health indicators are characterized

by feelings and sensations, energy level, performance

level, visual perceptions, as well as the quality of

social interactions.

Conceptually, health was described by the

participants as a phenomenon which is positive and

desired, characterized by physical and often emotional

qualities and frequently continuous with the experience

of self-acceptance. Additionally, health did not merely

occur, but required active pursuit on the part of the

individual. This conditional notion of health required

that certain 'health work' be done by the men in moving

toward and maintaining healthy selves.

Conceptually, illness was commonly considered to be
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an undesirable physical condition which is abnormal,

disabling and/or thought to be disease, often described

as an invasion which was threatening and required the

mobilization of body resources. In some instances the

threatening aspect of illness may lead to a feeling that

one is separate from one's body. The men identified

certain causes of illness which are both inside and

outside the individual's control. A self-diagnosis was

important for the participants in recognizing illness,

and there are a number of conditions which these men

said contributed to the judgment of an experience as

illness.

Identifying With Health

The concepts of both health and illness, as

reported by the men in the study, have just been

presented, yet the relationship between them remains

unclear. Describing this relationship will lead to a

greater understanding of men's perspective of and

experience with health and illness.

For most of the men interviewed, health and illness

were not considered to be mutually exclusive. Rather,

health and illness were recognized to co-exist at times

and to influence the existence of one another. Health

experienced in the absence of illness was optimal and,
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as one man put it, the presence of illness "impairs

health." Another man said, "Healthy people are hardly

ever sick." In so doing, he recognized health as a

characteristic or 'trait' of an individual as opposed to

a 'transient state in time' which might refer to being

'sick' or ill. This notion supports the idea that these

men experience an overall quality of health or health

identity. For six of the men this "health identity" was

relatively stable as a character trait. Yet for two of

the men who felt health and illness to be mutually

exclusive, stability was not a quality of their health

identity. For these two men, the health identity was

noted to change from positive to negative when they were

ill and return to positive after recovery from illness.

Collectively, the men in this study reported their

health as "good to excellent;" that is to say, the men

had positive health identities, which were based on

certain subjective and objective criteria.

The participants claimed their health identities on

the basis of both past experience and current evidence.

Examples of the former are two men's descriptions of

selected historical evidence to which they owe excellent

health identities:

I have excellent health... I believe I was given
a good inheritance and have been conscious of
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the elements which contribute to health from

upbringing forward. The reason it is excellent
is because I've never been hospitalized, I've
never been at death's door, never had bone
breakage or incisions, [and] apart from an
annual physical from work, I haven't seen a
doctor for a medical problem in six or seven
years.

I would say [my health is 1 excellent because I
almost never go to the doctor and I have never
been in the hospital.

These men substantiated their health identities based on

what they knew about themselves; a subjective

assessment, and based on past experience.

Current feedback, in the form of health indicators

described previously, was also seen to contribute to the

men's health identity. One man recognized the presence

of an "attitude" resulting in a "temporary" departure

from his generally "good health."

I notice a change in my health when I am very
judgmental. Making judgments on others to make
myself feel 'not so bad'. In a perfect state of
health I know I wouldn't need to make those

judgments, that negative attitude drops away.

Thus, health indicators in the form of current feedback

and past experience seemed to contribute to the man's

quality of health or health identity:

Health Indicators Health Identity
—3.

2^ N
past current
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To further illustrate an emerging process of identifying

with health: another man, who normally identifies with

excellent health, noted that an episode of illness

challenged this.

I run to stay in shape. I guess health is more
to me than not having a serious illness. It's
important to me to be in shape because I like to
hike. After having an acute illness, I went
hiking with a friend and found he had to wait
for me a lot and I hated that. It told me what
'poor shape I was in '.

Certain elements of the process of "identifying with

health" are present in this last excerpt. First, this

man used "keeping up with my hiking partner" as one

indicator to validate his excellent health identity.

Yet, after an episode of illness, this indicator was

absent, which led to a self-judgment about his health

identity; namely, "what poor shape I was in." This is

an example of how health indicators influence the health

identity.

Another relationship was demonstrated as well. The

indicator "keeping up with my hiking partner" was

actually the measurable representation of the

participant's definition of health, i.e. "being in

shape." There seems to be a direct relationship between

the definition of health and health indicators.

Therefore it could be said that the individual's
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definition of health may give rise to the health

indicators to which he attends, which in turn contribute

to the formation of the individual's health identity.

Health Health } Health
Definition Indicator Identity

past current

Hence, the process of "identifying with health" depends

upon the recognition of certain health indicators.

These health indicators are both subjective and

objective, historic and current, and are observable

representations of the men's definitions of health as

well as the criteria by which they based their claim to

their overall positive health identities.

It is important to note that the graphics

illustrated throughout this chapter are interactive as

opposed to linear. For example, in the above

illustration, obviously, once one's health identity is

changed, how one defines health would also change.

Working at Health

Central to the theme of "working at health" are two

universal qualities of health related by the men in this

study. These are that health was desirable, and that it
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involved work.

Health as work meant that health, for these men,

did not merely happen, but was conditional and required

active pursuit. Examples of the conditions under which

health was possible, as described by the men in the

study, were presented earlier in this chapter. These

conditions included performance of behaviors aimed at

maintaining and promoting health, which often involved

behaviors aimed at preventing illness.

Although these behaviors of promoting and

maintaining health and preventing illness may at times

be indistinguishable behaviorally, and each involved the

goal of health, they differed with regard to their

explicit aims. This point can be illustrated by

describing health work common to all the men in the

study: managing diet.

While each of the men recognized diet to be an

important condition for health, each man differed in

terms of the explicit aim involved in managing his own

diet. Eating a Pritikin diet or one that was

specifically low in cholesterol seemed to have an

illness—preventing aim, while diets that stressed

balancing calories and food groups seemed to be

associated with a concern for maintaining health. These
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diets were mostly used to maintain body weight and

preserve an accomplished state of health. Other dietary

strategies, including the use of vitamin supplements, or

consuming certain types of foods to try to attain

certain specific results, were considered useful in

promoting health. One man discussed a special diet

consumed prior to running a race, believing this to

enhance his performance by "increasing the availability

of energy during the race." Hence, while diet was

important to each man, the explicit aims differed, yet

by no means were they necessarily exclusive of each

other.

Health Work `s
Health Health Illness
Promotion Maintenance Prevention

The emphasis on certain types of health work seemed

to be related to how each of the men in the study

defined health. One man who defined health as "not

having coronary artery disease" rode his bicycle to work

specifically for his cardiovascular health. Another who

saw health as "being strong" worked out on Nautilus

equipment three or four times a week, stating this was
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important to health. In many cases, the health behavior

could be associated with a definition of health

previously identified in the interview. Thus, the

health definition may influence the type of health work

in which an individual engages.

Health Definition —- Health Work
|

Health _T Health Illness
Promotion Maintenance Prevention

The desirability of health is an overall rationale

for working at health. When health is recognized in

this way, it is possible to imagine a process in which

health is the aim and its desirability provides the

motivation to engage in the health work.

As described in the last section, the success of

this process (achievement of a positive health identity)

is measured by the recognition of certain health

indicators. When one is engaged in health work, it is

the past, current and newly developing health indicators

that provide the basis of one's health identity. Both

the criteria and the work seem to be a product of the

health definition:
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Health Definition

Health Criteria Health Work

Ysa
-

Health Identity 2^
Health Health Illness
Promo. Maint. Prevent.

Health indicators were the data by which the men

claimed their identities, and changes in the health

indicators also seemed to affect health work, as

described by this participant:

Something has to 'click'. Something may help me
notice my 'spare tire' and then I may do some
dietary changes for a couple of days to a month.
I may also exercise a little more.

In this case, the health indicator initiated the

health work, and the health work may also affect the

character of the health indicator, since presumably the

spare tire (health indicator) would be reduced or would

disappear if the health work of diet and exercise were

to be performed. So a health indicator affects and is

affected by the health work in a feedback loop.

Health Definition
\\

Health Indicator Health Work

W
Health _T | N
Identity Health Health Illness

Promotion Maintenance Prevention
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Thus, the process of working at health, when

successful, results in achievement of a positive

health identity. This is characterized by the presence

of health indicators which derive from one's health

definition. The process is dependent on the recognition

of health indicators which reflect the effectiveness of

the health work by influencing one's health identity and

also provide feedback indicating the need for health

work.

Managing Risk

The process just described reflects the common

perception among the men that engaging in health work is

generally based on a desire to be healthy. This is

especially consistent with health promotive and health

maintenance attitudes. It may also be true of attitudes

more focused toward preventing illness, since the aim is

generally toward health and since illness prevention is

often accomplished as an indirect result of health

Oriented behavior. Yet, illness prevention can also be

considered to be a separate and conscious process, and

some of the men in this study stated that they were

involved in this process. To understand this idea of

preventing illness, it is important to understand their

beliefs about what causes illness.
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According to the men interviewed, examples of

influences leading to illness include infectious agents,

heredity, environmental factors, and "chance." Among

these influences are those which could be considered to

be both inside and outside the participant's control.

All the men in this study reported behaviors which were

aimed at influencing the presence or properties of

illness. Each participant reported that he could exact

some measure of control over illness in this area, if he

chose to.

However, since illness causation was commonly

' illnessconsidered to be at times a result of "chance,'

preventing behaviors were actually attempts to balance

one's "odds" in favor of not getting illness, i.e. a

behavioral strategy of lowering one's risk of illness.

Risk management seemed to be an appropriate description

of this process. Risk describes a concept of the

attitude which balances one's perceived potentials of

becoming ill, and management describes the decision

making process which subsequently leads to the engaging

in or omission of certain behaviors, based on the

perceived risk. Risk management behavior would

be the same as illness—preventing behavior.

Risk management as a conscious process involved the
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acknowledgment of the presence of risk, coupled with the

desire to minimize that risk. Since the men in the

study rated illness as generally "undesirable" it is

assumed that once recognized, this perception of risk

could serve as motivation in the choice to engage in

risk management behavior.

Perceived Risk Choice to Manage Risk
—)

Collectively, the participants reported very little

perceived risk of getting illness. In fact, half of the

men described no perceived risk at all. Those who

acknowledged risk of illness reported that they were

accounting for it, and those who denied being at risk

provided a measure of rationale for this perception.

For each, perceived risk was a product of variations of

emphasis on susceptibility and immunity.

Perceived Risk Choice to Manage Risk
—)

Susceptibility Immunity

Perceived susceptibility describes an attitude in which

the men reported an increased likelihood of getting a

particular illness or a generally lowered resistance.
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I used to get colds pretty often. I would say
I'm at risk for getting colds... although I
only had one or two since I started working
out.

When I smoked cigarettes I didn't feel as
good. But other men say they don't really
notice. Maybe they have a certain resistance
that I don't have. Some people get drunk and
don't get a hangover.

Personal experience with illness or empiric evidence

influenced each of the men's perceptions of

susceptibility, usually decreasing it. Heredity,

possibly an influential factor in perceived risk for six

of the men, appeared to increase it in only two cases,

both involving family histories of cancer.

I may be at risk for cancer. I have a strong
family history for cancer. But I'm not
preoccupied with it [and] I don't think there
is anything I can do to prevent it anyway.

In this last excerpt the participant acknowledged

susceptibility yet also perceived this risk to be

outside of his control. This attitude that he could do

nothing to affect his risk of cancer pre-empted the need

to manage this risk. Perhaps an important variable in

a man's decision to manage health risk is the extent to

which he perceives he can change the risk.
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Perceived Risk Choice to Manage Risk
—)

2^
Perceived Perceived

Susceptibility Immunity

empiric heredity

Perceived immunity seemed also to affect the

perception of risk for these eight men. The term

" immunity' is meant to describe an attitude reported by

these men of feeling resistant to illness in general.

"Luck' was a component of immunity verbalized by all but

One man. One participant emphasized this attitude:

I'm aware things can happen, but I feel
healthy and strong. I don't feel like I'm
going to get anything. I always feel I'm
going to miss it... I'll be the lucky one, the
healthy one.

This type of immunity appears inherent to the view

Of the self, as opposed to another type of immunity that

Inay be more actively created and is based on a

confidence in the healthfulness of one's lifestyle.

This next passage was from a man who pursued immunity.

I don't feel at risk for any illness. I feel
really good about that. I really practice
what I say.

This type of confidence was shared by the others. Thus,

in terms borrowed from physiologists, there appeared to

*>e at least two types of immunity: passive immunity and
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acquired immunity.

Perceived Choice to Risk

Risk Manage Risk Management—) —)<=
susceptibility immunity

/ S.
empiric heredity passive acquired

In this study, recognition of risk of illness was

determined by perceived susceptibility and perceived

immunity. Perceived susceptibility was determined by a

combination of empiric plus hereditary influences and

perceived immunity was based on passive and/or acquired

determinants. The men varied in their responses, with

half of them recognizing some risk of illness and the

other half perceiving no risk. Yet both assessments

were based on varying emphasis on these determinants,

mostly in favor of immunity.

While recognition of risk is necessary for the

conscious process of managing risk, mere recognition of

risk alone does not seem to lead to risk management

behavior. The decision to manage risk is likely based

on other determinants as well and was not fully

explored. Desirability of health as a goal and

feasibility of controlling risk were possible influences

in deciding to manage risk. Also, two men in the study
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discussed a concept of 'trade-off', which was considered

to be a balance of the gain in relation to the cost of

engaging in risk management. This concept may be

influential in the decision whether to engage in risk

management.

Consulting a Specialist

All of the participants in the study had consulted

a specialist for a health problem at least once in their

adult lives, and were able to recall and describe such

an experience. Reports of this experience typically

included the presence of a symptom, deciding whether to

consult a specialist, and once the decision was made,

deciding what type of specialist to consult.

While all the men interviewed had used the services

of a medical doctor, four reported the use of a dentist

for preventive and restorative services, and two were

involved in weekly psychotherapy with the general aim of

increasing self-awareness. Since consulting a doctor

was a common experience to the men, and the decision

process involved is salient to the focus on health and

illness, the medical doctor as the specialist consulted

is presented here.

All the men in the study reported hesitation when

it came to consulting a doctor about a health problem.
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The next three quotes typify the responses of these men

concerning "going to the doctor."

It's healthier to stay away from doctors than
to go to them, unless you're really sick, of
COll I See

I try to stay away from doctors as much as
possible.

I don't go to the doctor unless I am
desperately ill or in terrible pain.

The emotional undertone of these responses reflects a

distinct desire to stay away from doctors. This may be

explained in part by experiences the men had had when

they consulted a physician. Two of the men described

potentially fatal reasons for their consultation with a

physician, four participants reported various

"unsupportive" attitudes by the physician in their

descriptions of going to the doctor and alluded to

iatrogenic potentials, and four felt that visits to the

doctor were "simply not helpful." In these reports, fear

and anger appeared to be associated with these past

experiences and may help to explain their reluctance to

consult with physicians in general.

From the quotes, one might also conclude that

having a serious illness was an important basis for

consulting a physician, and in fact, this was mentioned

as important by five men. Seven men reported that
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ambiguity regarding a condition made it important to

consult a specialist. The consultation, it was hoped,

would reveal a diagnosis, thus relieving the ambiguity.

Five men reported persistence of a symptom as a factor

in deciding to consult a specialist, either because home

remedies were unsuccessful or they knew that the

condition required medical treatment to make it go

away.

Thus, the decision to consult a specialist was

partly a product of the character of the condition, or

symptoms, i.e. whether it was ambiguous, persistent, or

thought to be serious.

Recognition of
a Symptom

Persistent?

Ambiguous?

serious's
NO Yes

Self Care Consult a Specialist

There were other possible components besides the

character of the health problem which these men weighed

when deciding to consult a specialist. They considered

what the specialist could offer, as well as certain
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potential barriers.

For six men, a physician was the sole provider of

their health care, excepting dental care. According to

all eight men, the physician's expertise lay in the

diagnosis and treatment of relatively serious health

problems. In contrast to the reported experiences about

dentists, the men reported that physicians did not

provide health care focused on prevention. In their

experience, they reported, this had not been the case.

In fact, three of the men reported they would not know

"how to ask for" preventive health care if they desired

it. Thus, according to these men, physicians had

limited helpfulness in terms of prevention; they were

helpful only if one was very ill.

While three men who were employed by certain

agencies received regular physical exams at work, the

other five men, who were self-employed, received no

similar health monitoring. In fact, four out of the

five men who were self-employed regarded cost as an

important factor in how frequently they consulted a

specialist, claiming it was "too expensive." Another

barrier to frequent health check-ups was reported by

some of the men as having "no time." "In general," said

one man, "I am too busy."
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When discussing why men in general utilized health

services less frequently than women, a few attributed

men's less frequent use of health services to an

assumption that men had better health. This was

attributed to the fact that this society encourages boys

and men to engage in sports, while it offers little or

no such encouragement to women. This physical activity,

it was suggested, contributed to better health among

I■ le I■ le

Another typical response was that going to the

doctor may not be consistent with the masculine role in

this society. One man elaborates this point.

It's considered a failure to be unhealthy; a
stigma to admit illness. The prototype of a
desirable man is one who is athletic and fit.

If you go to the doctor it implies you are not
in that image. . . fear that if you admit that
you're not healthy you're not going to support
your family, you're not going to be the
leader. Also men do not show their emotions
as much. I guess it's not considered manly to
admit to being ill.

Thus, in addition to past experiences, the

perceived barriers of "cost" and "no time" resulted in a

reluctance to consult a specialist. These men also

noted another possible barrier: the social

inappropriateness of going to the doctor for men in

general. These four influences may affect the readiness
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of these men to consult a specialist, even in the

presence of a persistent, ambiguous, and/or potentially

serious health problem.

Presence of Symptom

Persistent?

Ambiguous 2

_-T Serious?NO Y eS Past experience
Time factor
Cost factor
Social role

Self care Consult a specialist

In terms of prevention, half of the participants

were receiving regular dental care and only a minority

were receiving annual/biannual physical examinations.

Two were involved in psychotherapy, which was reported

to have some preventive aim. In contrast to the two men

who were in therapy, five men stated they would not even

consider the services of a psychiatrist or psychologist,

and additionally reported not knowing when they, Or

when anyone else, might need such services. Thus,

attitudes about prevention for these men, in general,

lack an orientation toward professional guidance and

indicate that some of the men do not feel knowledgeable
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knowledgeable about how to obtain professional

assistance even if it were needed.

Summary

This chapter presented the common conceptions of

health and illness reported by the eight men

interviewed. It was also reported that these relatively

young and healthy men viewed health as a trait of theirs

and generally felt at little risk for illness. Each man

reported that he engaged in behaviors aimed toward the

goal of health, specifying diet and exercise as

important health work which was common to all the

participants. While preferring to avoid physicians when

healthy, when the men were confronted with a symptom

considered to be serious, persistent or ambiguous,

barring certain socio-emotional barriers, they would

consult a specialist in hopes of a diagnosis or a cure.

Chapter V presents a discussion of the findings and

suggests areas of further research. Recommendations for

clinical practice are also presented.
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Chapter V

Discussion and Implications

This chapter presents a discussion of the findings

of the study. Implications for future research are

suggested. Recommendations for clinicians are presented

in the last portion.

Conceptions of both health and illness were, as

expressed by the men interviewed, predominantly physical

in nature. This was evidenced by descriptions of health

as physical fitness, and illness as producing a "bodily

event." This may be due, in part, to the technical

advances of medicine which have created a concept of the

body as machine-like, with replaceable parts, and as

"object" of health care. These descriptions may also be

consistent with an apparently growing concern about the

body as evidenced by increasing numbers of fitness

centers and "health spas." Yet, it is possible that the

concern for the condition of the body may also be a

product of masculine ideals.

Rotundo (1983), in his doctoral dissertation,

traced the ideals of manhood among the "comfortable

American classes" from the late eighteenth century to
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the early twentieth century. What he discovered was a

shifting emphasis on what constituted a "true man."

The ideals of masculinity among the
comfortable classes of the north had undergone
a dramatic shift between the late eighteenth
and early twentieth centuries. The standard
of manhood shifted in emphasis from service to
community and cultivation of the spirit to
improvement of the individual and concern with
his body (p. 29).

Rotundo (1983) speculates about the shift of emphasis to

a bodily ideal for masculinity. He argues that with the

rapid modernization of the late 19th and early 20th

centuries, men felt a loss of individual control over

their environment. This led men to focus on aspects of

their lives where they felt control, i.e. their bodies.

The changes in outlook that came with
modernization encouraged humans to think of
the here and now and not the hereafter, and to
regard health and strength as part of a
physical Order that man had the power to
change and even master. These transformations
in thought cleared the way for new ideals and
Values such as a concept of masculinity based
on the body (p. 30).

This historical perception of masculinity

being derived from the body helps explain typical

reports from the men in the current study. When these

men reported that going to the doctor was inconsistent

with the masculine role in this society, they meant that

admitting something is wrong with the body implies one
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is putting one's own masculinity into question. Also,

since the size and strength of body is often a major

distinction between men and women, it is not surprising

to think of the body as a representation of masculinity,

reinforcing the notion that identification with the body

and attitudes about health and illness are influenced by

gender.

Although conceptions of health among men in the

study emphasized physical features, their conceptions

also included positive feeling-states. While half could

speak to the notion of "mental health," only three

brought it up spontaneously, and two stated they didn't

think of health as having "mental" qualities. Two

others pointed out that mental and physical aspects

really should not be separated, and that health included

many dimensions of an individual. This inclusive

conception of health may reflect the current paradigm of

health, emphasizing mind–body interdependency and

holistic perspectives of healing arts. Also, the

transformation which Ferguson (1980) suggested that

health conceptions are undergoing (which is recognized

as a shift away from illness-oriented health conceptions

present in the paradigm of medicine) may indeed be in

progress.
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Another important part of health for most men

interviewed was self-acceptance. Self-esteem had been

noted previously as important to pursuing health

(Pender, 1982); it may also be a health outcome. In the

case of most of the men in the study, "being" himself

and "liking" himself were specifically reported.

A developmental task of early middle-aged men

includes a change of focus from external enterprises to

increasing self-knowledge. Setting goals from this new

perspective is a part of positive adjustment (Levinson,

1977), and would be expected to result in a greater

satisfaction with one's life and self. While self

acceptance can be recognized as important to health for

persons of all ages, the reporting of it may reflect a

developmental perspective. The men who recognized self

acceptance as healthy may have experienced this task as

salient to them personally. Further, perhaps, unlike

younger persons, these men have the perspective that

enables them to report it.

Health as work was an important conception of

health for the men in the study. Each had personal work

to do to be healthy and they also shared in common the

health-oriented tasks of diet and exercise management.

These are notably physically oriented, although some of
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the men reported emotional benefits as well. In a study

conducted in 1979, 835 persons ranked their perception

of the relative importance of certain health-protective

behaviors. Diet ranked first, "enough sleep" ranked

second, and exercise ranked twelfth and was noted by

only 47% of the participants (Harris & Guten, 1979).

In contrast, in the current study, although a few men

reported rest as an important factor in health, exercise

was more strongly emphasized. The current social

emphasis on exercising may be influencing the health

behaviors of these men. Another explanation may be a

socially desirable response set, given the current

public interest in exercise.

Cultural values, individual needs, and social

pressure all influence health attitudes and behavior

(Suchman, 1970) and these factors can be seen in this

study. Nearly all the men in the study reported

receiving messages about health through various forms of

the media. The television, the radio, and the newspaper

were among the media with which the men came into

regular, often daily, contact. In contrast, these men

went to the doctor less than once a year and did not

report receiving "formal" health counseling with any

regularity. The difference in frequency of contact
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between the health exposure in the media versus that

with the physician is considerable. Thus, it is not the

medical profession per se that is educating the men

about health and health behavior. Rather, health

conceptions are more likely a product of men's values

and needs as influenced by popular conceptions of

health, as represented in the media and derived from

social situations. This is not to say that popular

conceptions of health are free from medical influence

or that medical notions of health are any more "valid."

Medical information is also subject to trend and is

usually thoroughly reported in the media, though often

sensationalized and at times distorted in its

significance.

An important distinction emerged from the context

of the language these men used to describe health and

illness experiences. Existentialists make a distinction

' and "havingbetween the two phenomena of "being a body,'

a body," the phenomena of "embodiment" and

"unembodiment" respectively (Valentine, 1976).

The phenomena of embodiment and unembodiment were

explored through interviewing forty persons in an

existential-phenomenological study (Valentine, 1976).

When embodied, the participants often felt alive,
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powerful, creative, energetic, joyful, and experienced

themselves as a "being-in-the-world." When unembodied,

the participants frequently felt "detached," reporting a

separation of mind and body, a self-consciousness, and a

concern of how others perceived them. Illness

experiences were among the examples of unembodiment

presented by Valentine's participants.

Health is described by the men in this study in

terms of the "self," and in terms of "being" and

"doing." As mentioned previously, health "embraces the

self," as its descriptions imply an identification with

the self. In contrast, illness is a thing, as though

separate from the body, and described as producing a

"bodily event." Illness was most often described in

terms of "having" a condition, a disease, a disability,

"anan abnormality. Illness was experienced also as

attack on the body." "The body," described as such,

seems separate from the self. Thus, the health and

illness experiences may differ in a manner parallel to

the two phenomena described by existentialists. That

is, one "is" healthy, whereas one "has" an illness.

In the current study, illness was described in such

a way that the body seemed separate from the self and

may indicate that unembodiment, in turn, may be an
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associated aspect of the illness experience for some.

The question of whether the language itself actually

provides a functional purpose in distancing self from

illness has been raised (Cassell, 1976), and may have

significance for greater understanding of experiences of

health and illness and approaches to clinical practice.

While the men tended to objectify illness, they

identified with health and experienced a relatively

stable health identity which was positive. This

positive health identity was based on past experience

and current evidence. The notion of a health identity

was derived from descriptions of health in terms of

"being" and the men's conception of health as a stable

part of the self, as in a "trait." This would be

expected since this was a healthy group of men. Most

men saw "overall health" as only temporarily affected by

illness. An "illness identity" was not seen to replace

the health identity except in interviews with two men

who reported viewing health and illness as mutually

exclusive states.

While this analysis suggests that these subjects

experienced relatively stable health identities, other

research findings suggest otherwise. The notion of a

stable health identity was challenged by a study of 15
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persons with arthritis (Newquist, 1983). This group of

persons, most of whom were women, were older by an

average of 20 years than the men in the current study,

and most of them had had arthritis for over ten years.

This group did not report a view that individuals have a

permanent health identity. This notion was also

accompanied by the idea that health and illness were

mutually exclusive states, as two men in the current

study had described. It is of interest that these two

men in the current study were both the eldest and had

had past experience with a disabling health problem.

This raises the question of whether age or experience

with disease affects one's identification with a stable

state of health. While it may be fruitful to study

conceptions of health in relation to age and experience

with disease, experience with disease often accompanies

increasing age and thus may present a methodological

challenge in differentiating their relative impact.

However, this could be assisted by studying young groups

with chronic illness or groups of older healthy adults.

Gender may account for some difference in health

stability. Men have been noted to rate their health

consistently higher than women (Rubenstein, 1982;

Verbrugge, 1982). Additionally, since the men in this
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study used criteria such as "not going to the doctor" to

support their positive health identities, and women have

been noted to use health services more than men

(Verbrugge, 1982), these behavior differences may

negatively influence women's perception of health and

self, possibly independent of other objective measures

of health status.

Illness recognition for these men was a personal

process of symptom recognition not unlike that which was

described by Mechanic (cited in DiMatteo & Friedman,

1982). For these men the experience of illness did not

always include "seeking competent help" as described by

Parsons (1972), nor did it always result in a medical

diagnosis as described by Lewis (1953). However, when

the symptom was considered to be serious, persistent, or

ambiguous, barring other barriers, the men would consult

a specialist. This consultation, pursued with

reluctance by these men, was made in the hope of

relieving the condition itself or the ambiguity of its

causation and/or course.

Some reasons for this reluctance in consulting a

doctor were outlined. The issue of whether this

avoidance of professional health monitoring reflects the

barriers of time and cost was raised by the men in the
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study, and corroborated by the fact that the self

employed men were the ones who did not consider having

annual physical exams. This poses the question as to

whether not having medical insurance decreases men's use

of health services. However, since this information was

not specifically accounted for in each case, this is

only speculative. If it were the case, such individuals

could reasonably be considered to be at increased risk

of morbidity due to those illnesses for which medical

evaluation is necessary for detection and/or treatment.

The cost and time factors were important in going

to a doctor. In relation to time, the fact that some

clinics are open in the evenings and on weekends is a

result of recognition of the need for this availability

of service. Whether this is a response to men's health

needs or to the increasing employment of women is

unknown. In any event, the fact that medical services

are available outside normal work hours may mean that

the time concern, more than the men's concern for cost,

actually reflects a lack of familiarity with the

spectrum of health services which are currently

available. This lack of knowledge may be a reflection

of the low priority men give to seeking and obtaining

professional health care services, and of their low
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perceived need for these services.

Perceived need for health services may be related

to the use of health services. The overall attitude

held by the men in the study was one that recognized low

or absent perceived risk of future illness. "Luck" and

confidence in health behaviors supported their increased

immunity to illness in general. The appropriateness of

the investment in "luck," which may be based on past and

youthful experiences of the body, is of potential

concern. While this optimism may promote health, or

reflect attitudes held by healthy people, it may also

indicate inappropriate confidence or denial of the

potentiality of illness and present an increased risk of

morbidity for these men. This would be especially true

if the attitude of immunity did in fact prevent the

detection of asymptomatic and fatal diseases encountered

by men.

Implications

Research

The study described health and illness conceptions

of a small group of relatively young and healthy men.

The results of this study, however, are preliminary.

Given the small sample size and homogeneity among the

men who participated in terms of age, ethnicity, marital
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status and social class, one should not generalize these

findings beyond this sample. Further testing for

reliability would be necessary. This study did,

however, suggest potentially fruitful areas of needed

study.

From the data there emerged common distinctions and

shared characteristics of health and illness

conceptions. Health was reported as a desirable,

primarily physical state of being which also seemed to

be a stable part of the men's identity, although work

was required to maintain this state. Health experiences

also were reported to include positive feeling-states

and, often, the experience of self-acceptance. Illness

was most often reported as an undesired thing, a

condition of the body either diseased, disabled or

abnormal. It was also viewed at times as "an attack" in

which the illness and the body were objectified,

possibly describing an experience of one's feeling

separate from one's body as associated with illness.

Further testing of these findings for reliability would

be necessary. Replication of this study with a larger,

more heterogeneous group of men may help to provide a

greater understanding of the experiences of men

surrounding health and illness.
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Although it may be predictable that men and women

differ in their attitudes about health and illness,

given the known differences in the issues they face

surrounding health (i. e. pregnancy, menopause,

climacteric), these attitudes have yet to be identified

and explained empirically. In order to further explore

gender as it influences health-related issues, a

comparative study of men and women could be done. If

undertaken with the aim of identifying and describing

health attitudes, decisions and behaviors, it may

bring a more specific focus to the importance that

gender has on health concerns.

Two studies have found age or level of development

to impact an individual's conception of health (Bauman,

1961; Natapoff, 1978), and this was also suggested by

the current study. While adults in their middle years

are frequently subjects for study, adult development and

its maturational aspects have rarely been the focus of

nursing research (Stevenson, 1983). A study which

included all age groups and compared levels of

development and associated health conceptions may reveal

recognizable patterns important in an approach to health

care delivery for persons of all ages. This information

would be particularly useful for family practitioners.
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In this study, all but one of the men were single

and not living with children. It may be fruitful to

study married men and men that are parents, as these

factors may have an impact on health concerns and health

behavior.

From the findings it is evident that health and

illness had significant and well-known meaning to the

men interviewed. Additionally, the men were engaged in

related processes in which they made decisions and acted

in the interest of their own health needs, which were

self-assessed.

It is of interest that health conceptions were

often associated with health behavior choices,

supporting the findings of Pender (1982) and Laffrey

(1983). Further, attitudes which differentiated health

promotion, health maintenance, and illness prevention

described in relation to health behavior (Laffrey, 1983)

were found in this study to be distinctions present in

health conceptions as well. Further investigation of

this relationship is warranted, since it has

applications for nursing practice. Knowing an

individual's orientation, whether health-promotive,

health—maintaining, or illness—preventing, would be

useful in assessing a client's motivation. Treatment
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plans based on a known orientation could improve follow

through toward established health goals.

A final note concerning the methodology of research

in sex differentials in health: current reports

indicate that while men appear healthier (Rubenstein,

1982), they are less likely to engage in preventive

behaviors or medically recommended health measures

(Nathanson, 1977b). Investigators have brought this to

attention and have questioned the methodology of

research in sex differentials in health behavior.

Nathanson (1977b) and Mechanic (1978) both raised the

issue of whether the behaviors currently studied

accurately reflect the reality, since they may not

include all health-related behaviors in which men,

particularly, are engaged. In this study, a majority of

men reported the two behaviors of "getting outdoors" and

"having fun" as specifically important to health, yet

these behaviors are not elicited in traditional health

surveys. The addition of these and other examples of

health behaviors in gender research may lead to

different outcomes. Further, this emphasizes the need

for operational definitions and standards of health

measurements in research.
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Clinical Practice

Personal or idiosyncratic definitions of health

were not presented in this report; however, they reflect

an individual's uniqueness and health care which was

personal and respectful would include personal meanings

of health. Thus, one suggestion to clinicians is to ask

clients what health is to them. This would provide an

important step in collaborating with clients in

attaining their personal health needs.

It may be significant that the men interviewed in

this study objectified illness in their descriptions.

Unlike descriptions of health, illness was perceived as

a thing separate from the body. The language used when

describing illness, in contrast to that used in the

men's descriptions of health, indicated a perception of

the body as separate from the self. This may represent

an emotional response to the experience of illness,

similar to Valentine's (1976) description of

unembodiment. The self-conscious and alienated aspects

of such an experience, possibly characteristic of the

illness experience, may require sensitivity on the part

of the practitioner. Caution in not promoting feelings

of self-consciousness or depersonalization may require

therapeutic use of the self and language. Valentine
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(1976) emphasizes the importance of being there in

participation with, rather than in observation of, the

client. Additionally, since the use of language can

create distance between a person and disease, so too can

the use of language decrease that distance (Cassell,

1976). Addressing the individual in his totality, with

mind and body connected, would be important in healing

practices. Avoiding the reference to body parts as the

focus of healing would help to minimize the separation

of mind and body and encourage the enhancement of a

whole, embodied individual.

As is evident from the reports of the men

interviewed, they are hesitant to use health services.

Some of the possible barriers mentioned (aside from time

and cost factors) were past negative experiences and a

perception that the act of seeking health care is

inconsistent with the masculine role in this society.

Social pressure regarding the American masculine role,

which has been described elsewhere (David and Brannon,

1976; Goldberg, 1976) may be influencing men's

reluctance to seek assistance with their health as well

as possibly contributing to negative experiences.

Practitioners are cautioned to recognize possible biases

regarding their own expectations of men and stereotypes
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concerning men, since these may impact interactions with

male clients. This may be especially true for female

providers of health care, but should be a concern for

male providers as well.

The media is a potential educator for men, as it is

the source of many popular notions of health and how to

achieve it. The possible implications are numerous:

first of all, given the presence of media health

information, it would be important for practitioners to

keep abreast of the popular notions of health being

broadcast or published, in order to understand clients

who subscribe to these notions and request opinions

regarding them. Second, given the number of TV and

radio shows on health, it is also possible to recommend

programs that one finds reasonably well done and

informative. This could supplement one's own education

as well as providing topics for health discussion and

counseling in clinical practice. Finally, the

familiarity of the media as a tool for learning about

health issues makes it ideal for health education in

clinical practice. Videotapes which are increasing in

availability could provide health education in the

clinic or office. This would be particularly useful in

populations where literacy is low. Also, video cassette
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recorders, which are increasing in popularity as home

units, are an excellent media vehicle for reaching

middle class populations in particular.

In conclusion, while it may be that men are

experiencing and responding to a number of social,

structural, and psychological barriers, which result in

a decreased readiness on their part to seek health care,

it may also be that current health services do not suit

men's needs or interests. If this were true, it would

undoubtedly lead to decreased satisfaction with those

services and ultimately to decreased use of them.

Greater understanding of the health experiences and

concerns of men is indicated. Only under these informed

circumstances can health providers respond

humanistically and in the interest of men's health and

well-being.
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Con sent to be a Research Participant

I agree to participate in a study about men and health

C on ducted by Jacqueline Bera 1 do, a graduate student at the

University of California, San Francisco.

The purpose of the investigation is to gather information

about men's views on health.

I consent to an in terview with Ms. Bera 1 do lasting 45

minutes to 1 hour at a mutually agreed up on location. The

interview will be tape recorded unless I specifically decline

this activity.

I have been to 1d that confidentiality will be maintained

a s far as possible within the law. In order to ensure this,

a 1 1 identifying characteristics (i.e., last name, address,

P hone number) will be kept separate from a 11 recorded data.

While the re is no direct benefit to me, it is hoped that

the in formation will contribute to a better under standing of

m en's health needs.

If I have any questions prior to or after the interview,

I may contact Ms. Beral do at 666-44.42 M-F, 9-5 pm , messages.

I may request a copy of the results of the study, and

if I choose, a summary of the results will be made available

to me (mailed if desired ).

I have received a copy of this consent form for my own

* e ference.

I recognize that my participation is entirely voluntary ,

*** <i I may refuse to answer questions or I may stop the in ter–

Yi e w at any time.

X Date

* -
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Appendix B

Interview Guide

Introduction:

Tell me a little about yourself. How do you spend

your day? What do you do for enjoyment?

Health :

What is health to you? Explain. (Use of probes,

i.e. anything else? Physically only 2 How do you know

when you are healthy? What about things around you?

What else do you do to be healthy? How healthy do you

consider yourself to be?)

Collection of demographic data:

Age, occupation, education level, marital status,

number of children. Significant past medical history,

family medical history (parents and siblings), use of

health services in terms of number of times in the past

two years, last time, what providers, for what reason.

Social organizations belonged to. Media exposed to.
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Illness:

Describe an experience with illness if possible.

Identify illnesses from list of common ailments.

Explain which are illness and which are not:

Diarrhea, broken ankle, cold, anxiety, skin rash,

headache, hemorrhoids, sunburn, high blood pressure,

allergies, cancer, obesity, depression, eczema.

Summarize: What is illness then? How do you

recognize illness? When would you get help? Explain.

Are there any illnesses you feel you might get? Any you

specifically try not to get?

Is it possible to be partly healthy and partly

ill P

Why do you think in general men use health services

less often than women?
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